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Abstract. In this paper, we introduce the notion of generalized weakly ˛-contractive mappings
and give some common fixed point results for this type of contraction. The presented theorems
extend, generalize and improve many existing results in the literature. Two examples as well as an
application to ordinary differential equations are also given in order to illustrate the effectiveness
of the obtained results.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
Fixed point theory is one of the most powerful and effective tools in mathematics
which has enormous applications within as well as outside mathematics. One of the
most fundamental and the most widely applied result in metric fixed point theory is
”Banach contraction principle” due to Banach [2]. The basic idea of this principle
rests in the use of successive approximations to establish the existence and uniqueness
of solution of an operator equation f .x/D x, particularly it can be employed to prove
the existence of solution of differential or integral equations. Due to its applications
in mathematics and other related disciplines, Banach contraction principle has been
generalized in many directions (for example, see [1, 3–21].
Khan et al. [10] introduced and employed the notion of altering distance function
to obtain some interesting fixed point results in metric spaces. Note that altering dis-
tance functions are continuous whereas Su [21] defined generalized altering distance
function, not necessarily continuos, as follows:
Definition 1 ([21]). A mapping  W Œ0;C1/! Œ0;C1/ is called a generalized
altering distance function if
.i/  is non-decreasing,
.i i/  .t/D 0 if and only if t D 0.
c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Recently, Samet et al. [20] took a new approach to the generalization of Banach
contraction principle and introduced the notions of ˛-admissible and ˛- -contractive
type mappings, while establishing various fixed point theorems for such mappings
in the setting of complete metric spaces. After that, several authors considered the
generalizations of this new approach (for example, see [3, 6, 7, 11–13, 16, 19]).
In this paper, we prove some common fixed point theorems for a class of gener-
alized weakly ˛-contractions in the setting of complete metric spaces. Our results
improve and extend the results of Samet at al. [20] and many others. Also, two ex-
amples and an application to ordinary differential equations are considered in order
to illustrate the effectiveness of the obtained results.
Definition 2 ([8]). A pair .f;T / of self-mappings on a set X is said to be weakly
compatible if f and T commute at their coincidence point (i.e. f T x D Tf x; x 2X
whenever f x D T x).
A point y 2 X is called a point of coincidence of self-mappings f;g and T on X
if there exists a point x 2 Xsuch that y D f x D gx D T x. Also, an element x 2 X
is called a common fixed point of f;g and T; if x D f x D gx D T x:
The notation C.f;g;T / stands for the set of all coincidence points of f ,g and T .
In the sequel, the letters R; RC, and N will denote the set of all real numbers, the set
of all non negative real numbers and the set of all natural numbers, respectively.
Definition 3 ([16]). Let f;g and T be self-mappings of a non-empty set X and
˛ W TX TX ! RC be a given mapping. Then the pair .f;g/ is called ˛-admissible
with respect to T (briefly, .f;g/ is ˛T -admissible) if for all x;y 2X ,
˛.T x;Ty/ 1H) ˛.f x;gy/ 1 and ˛.gx;fy/ 1:
Note that, if f D g; then f is T -˛-admissible defined in [12]. If f D g and T is
the identity mapping, then f is ˛-admissible defined in [20].
Definition 4. Let .X;d/ be a metric space and ˛ W X X ! RC: We say that X
is ˛-regular if, for every sequence fxng in X such that ˛ .xn;xnC1/ 1 for all n and
xn! x 2X as n!C1, then ˛ .xn;x/ 1 for all n and ˛ .x;x/ 1.
We set 	 D f W RC! RC W  is a generalized altering distance functiong and
˚ D f ' W RC! RC: ' is a nondecreasing and right upper semi-continuous function
with the condition  .t/ > '.t/ for all t > 0 where  2 	g.
Definition 5. Let .X;d/ be a metric space and, f;g and T be self-mappings on X
and ˛ W TX TX ! RC be a given function: Then, we say that the pair .f;g/ is a
generalized weakly ˛T -contraction if, for all x;y 2X;
 .˛ .T x;Ty/d .f x;gy// ' .M .x;y// ; (1.1)
where  2 	; ' 2 ˚ and
M .x;y/Dmaxfd .T x;Ty/ ;d .T x;f x/ ;d .Ty;gy/ ; Œd .T x;gy/Cd .f x;Ty/=2g :
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2. MAIN RESULTS
Our main result is the following.
Theorem 1. Let f;g and T be selfmaps of a complete metric space .X;d/ with
fX  TX , gX  TX and the pair .f;g/ be an ˛T -admissible and a generalized
weakly ˛T -contraction. Assume that TX is a closed subset of X and that the follow-
ing conditions are satisfied:
.i/ there exists x0 2X such that ˛ .T x0;f x0/ 1;
.i i/ X is ˛-regular and, for every sequence fxng inX such that ˛ .xn;xnC1/ 1,
we have ˛ .xm;xn/ 1 for all m;n 2N with m< n;
.i i i/ either ˛ .T u;T v/ 1 or ˛ .T v;T u/ 1 whenever u;v 2 C .f;g;T / :
Then f;g and T have a unique point of coincidence in X: Moreover, if the pairs
.f;T / and .g;T / are weakly compatible, then f;g and T have a unique common
fixed point.
Proof. Let x0 2 X such that ˛ .T x0;f x0/  1: Since fX  TX; there exists an
x1 2 X such that f x0 D T x1: Again since gX  TX; there exists an x2 2 X such
that gx1 D T x2: Continuing this process, we can construct sequences fxng and fyng
in X defined by
y2n D f x2n D T x2nC1; y2nC1 D gx2nC1 D T x2nC2; n 2N0 (2.1)
where N0 DN[f0g : Since the pair .f;g/ is ˛T -admissible
˛ .T x0;f x0/D ˛ .T x0;T x1/ 1H) ˛ .f x0;gx1/ 1 and ˛ .gx0;f x1/ 1;
which implies ˛ .T x1;T x2/ 1: Again
˛ .T x1;T x2/ 1H) ˛ .f x1;gx2/ 1 and ˛ .gx1;f x2/ 1;
and so ˛ .T x2;T x3/ 1: Inductively, we get
˛ .T xn;T xnC1/ 1; n 2N0: (2.2)
Now, we show that fyng is a Cauchy sequence in X . Consider the following two
cases.
Case 1: If for some n; yn D ynC1 then ynC1 D ynC2. If not, then for n D 2m
where m 2N0; we have
M .x2mC1;x2mC2/Dmaxfd .T x2mC1;T x2mC2/ ;d .T x2mC1;f x2mC1/ ;
d .T x2mC2;gx2mC2/ ;
Œd .T x2mC1;gx2mC2/Cd .f x2mC1;T x2mC2/=2g
Dmaxfd .y2m;y2mC1/ ;d .y2m;y2mC1/ ;d .y2mC1;y2mC2/ ;
Œd .y2m;y2mC2/Cd .y2mC1;y2mC1/=2g
max

0;d .y2mC1;y2mC2/ ;
1
2
d .y2mC1;y2mC2/

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D d .y2mC1;y2mC2/ :
By (1.1)
 .d .y2mC1;y2mC2//D  .d .f x2mC1;gx2mC2//
  .˛ .T x2mC1;T x2mC2/d .f x2mC1;gx2mC2//
 ' .M .x2mC1;x2mC2//
 ' .d .y2mC1;y2mC2// ;
which is a contradiction. Hence we must have ynC1 D ynC2; when n is even. By
proceeding in this way, we obtain ynCk D yn for all k 2N. Similar is the case when
n is odd. Thus, we conclude that fyng is a Cauchy sequence.
Case 2: Suppose that yn ¤ ynC1 for all n 2 N0: Then, putting x D x2n and
y D x2nC1 in (1.1) and, using (2.1) and (2.2), we obtain
 .d .y2n;y2nC1//D  .d .f x2n;gx2nC1//
  .˛ .T x2n;T x2nC1/d .f x2n;gx2nC1//
 ' .M .x2n;x2nC1// ; (2.3)
where
M .x2n;x2nC1/Dmaxfd .T x2n;T x2nC1/ ;d .T x2n;f x2n/ ;d .T x2nC1;gx2nC1/ ;
Œd .T x2n;gx2nC1/Cd .f x2n;T x2nC1/=2g
Dmaxfd .y2n 1;y2n/ ;d .y2n 1;y2n/ ;d .y2n;y2nC1/ ;
Œd .y2n 1;y2nC1/Cd .y2n;y2n/=2g
maxfd .y2n 1;y2n/ ;d .y2n;y2nC1/ ;
Œd .y2n 1;y2n/Cd .y2n;y2nC1/=2g
Dmaxfd .y2n 1;y2n/ ;d .y2n;y2nC1/g:
If M .x2n;x2nC1/D d .y2n;y2nC1/ ; by (2.3) and using the properties of  and ';
we have
 .d .y2n;y2nC1// ' .d .y2n;y2nC1// ;
and so d .y2n;y2nC1/ D 0; which is a contradiction. Thus M .x2n;x2nC1/ D
d .y2n 1;y2n/ > 0; then from (2.3), we get
 .d .y2n;y2nC1// ' .d .y2n 1;y2n// : (2.4)
Putting x D x2nC1 and y D x2nC2 in (1.1) and following arguing similar to those
given above, we obtain
 .d .y2nC1;y2nC2// ' .d .y2n;y2nC1// : (2.5)
From (2.4) and (2.5), we conclude that
 .d .yn;ynC1// ' .d .yn 1;yn// : (2.6)
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Using the properties of and ' in (2.6) we deduce that d .yn;ynC1/ d .yn 1;yn/ ;
that is, the sequence fd .yn;ynC1/g is decreasing. Hence, there exists r  0 such that
limn!1d .yn;ynC1/D r:We claim that r D 0: Suppose, on the contrary, that r > 0.
Then, letting n!1 in (2.6), we have
 .r/ lim
n!1 .d .yn;ynC1//
 lim
n!1' .d .yn 1;yn// ' .r/ ;
a contradiction and hence r D 0; that is
lim
n!1d .yn;ynC1/D 0: (2.7)
Now, we prove that fyng is a Cauchy sequence. To this end, it is sufficient to
verify that fy2ng is a Cauchy sequence. Suppose, to the contrary, that fy2ng is not
a Cauchy sequence. Then, there exists an " > 0 for which we can find two sub-
sequences
˚
y2mk
	
and
˚
y2nk
	
of fy2ng such that nk is the smallest index for which
nk >mk > k and
d
 
y2mk ;y2nk
 " and d  y2mk ;y2nk 1< ": (2.8)
Using the triangular inequality and (2.8), we get
" d  y2mk ;y2nk d  y2nk ;y2nk 1Cd  y2nk 1;y2mk
< d
 
y2nk ;y2nk 1
C ":
Taking k!1 in the above inequality and using (2.7), we obtain
lim
k!1
d
 
y2mk ;y2nk
D ": (2.9)
Again, using the triangular inequality, we deduceˇˇ
d
 
y2mk ;y2nkC1
 d  y2mk ;y2nkˇˇ d  y2nk ;y2nkC1 :
Letting k!1 in the above inequality and using (2.7) and (2.9), we have
lim
k!1
d
 
y2mk ;y2nkC1
D ": (2.10)
Similarly, it is easy to show that
lim
k!1
d
 
y2mk 1;y2nk
D lim
k!1
d
 
y2mk 1;y2nkC1
D ": (2.11)
By .i i/ and (2.2), we know that ˛
 
T x2mk ;T x2nkC1
  1 for nk >mk : Then, from
(1.1) with x D x2mk and y D x2nkC1; we get
 
 
d
 
y2mk ;y2nkC1
D   d  f x2mk ;gx2nkC1
   ˛  T x2mk ;T x2nkC1d  f x2mk ;gx2nkC1
 '  M  x2mk ;x2nkC1 ; (2.12)
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where
M
 
x2mk ;x2nkC1
Dmaxfd  T x2mk ;T x2nkC1 ;d  T x2mk ;f x2mk ;
d
 
T x2nkC1;gx2nkC1

;
d
 
T x2mk ;gx2nkC1
Cd  f x2mk ;T x2nkC1=2g
Dmaxfd  y2mk 1;y2nk ;d  y2mk 1;y2mk ;d  y2nk ;y2nkC1 ;
d
 
y2mk 1;y2nkC1
Cd  y2mk ;y2nk=2g
Now, using (2.7), (2.9), (2.10) and (2.11) and taking k!1 in (2.12); we deduce
 ."/ lim
k!1
 
 
d
 
y2mk ;y2nkC1

 lim
k!1
'
 
M
 
x2mk ;x2nkC1

 ' .maxf";0;0;"g/D ' ."/ ;
which implies that " D 0; a contradiction with " > 0: Thus, fy2ng is a Cauchy se-
quence inX and hence fyng is a Cauchy sequence. From the completeness of .X;d/ ;
there exists ´ 2X such that
lim
n!1yn D ´: (2.13)
From (2.1) and (2.13), we obtain
f x2n! ´; T x2nC1! ´; gx2nC1! ´; T x2nC2! ´: (2.14)
Since TX is closed, by (2.14), ´ 2 TX: Therefore, there exists u 2X such that T uD
´: Since X is ˛-regular; then ˛ .yn;´/  1 for all n 2 N0 and ˛ .´;´/  1: Now,
applying inequality (1.1) with x D x2n and y D u; we have
 .d .y2nC1;gu//D  .d .f x2nC1;gu//
  .˛ .T x2nC1;T u/d .f x2nC1;gu// (2.15)
 ' .M .x2nC1;u// ; (2.16)
where
M .x2nC1;u/Dmaxfd .T x2nC1;T u/ ;d .T x2nC1;f x2nC1/ ;d .T u;gu/ ;
Œd .T x2nC1;gu/Cd .f x2nC1;T u/=2g:
Taking k!1 in the inequality (2.16), we get
 .d .´;gu// lim
n!1 .d .y2nC1;gu//
 lim
n!1' .M .x2nC1;u//
 '

max

0;0;d .´;gu/ ;
d .´;gu/
2

D ' .d .´;gu// ;
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which implies d .´;gu/D 0; that is, ´D gu: Again, by (1.1), we obtain
 .d .f u;´//D  .d .f u;gu//
  .˛ .T u;T u/d .f u;gu//
 ' .M .u;u// ; (2.17)
where
M .u;u/Dmaxfd .T u;T u/ ;d .T u;f u/ ;d .T u;gu/ ; Œd .T u;gu/Cd .f u;T u/=2g
Dmax

0;d .´;f u/ ;0;
d .f u;´/
2

D d .f u;´/ :
From (2.17), we have
 .d .f u;´// ' .d .f u;´// ;
which implies d .f u;´/D 0; that is, ´D f u: Thus, we deduce that
´D f uD guD T u; (2.18)
and so, ´ is a point of coincidence of f;g and T . The uniqueness of the point of
coincidence is a consequence of the conditions (1.1) and .i i i/, and so we omit the
details.
By (2.18) and using weakly compatibility of the pairs .f;T / and .g;T / ; we obtain
f ´D f T uD Tf uD T ´ and g´D gT uD TguD T ´;
and so f ´ D g´ D T ´: Uniqueness of the point of coincidence implies ´ D f ´ D
g´D T ´, that is, ´ is a unique common fixed point of f;g and T . 
Example 1. Let X D RC with the usual metric d .x;y/D jx yj for all x;y 2X
and  ;' WRC!RC be defined by  .t/D t and ' .t/D t
2
: Define the mappings f;g
and T on X by
f x D

x
6
; x 2 Œ0;1
3x; x > 1;
gx D

x
8
; x 2 Œ0;1
4x; x > 1;
T x D

x
2
; x 2 Œ0;1
2x; x > 1:
Then, it is clear that fX  TX and gX  TX: Also, we define the mapping ˛ W
TX TX ! RC by
˛ .x;y/D
(
1; if x;y 2 0; 1
2

0; otherwise.
Now, let x;y 2 X such that ˛ .T x;Ty/  1: Then T x;Ty 2 0; 1
2

and this im-
plies that x;y 2 Œ0;1 : By the definitions of f;g and ˛; we have f x;gy 2 0; 1
2

and
gx;fy 2 0; 1
2

which implies that
˛ .f x;gy/D 1 and ˛ .gx;fy/D 1;
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that is, .f;g/ is ˛T -admissible. Moreover, the condition ˛ .T x0;f x0/ 1 is satisfied
with x0 D 0:
Let fxng be a sequence in X such that ˛ .xn;xnC1/  1 for all n 2 N0: Then,
xn 2

0; 1
2

for all n 2 N0: Thus, xm 2

0; 1
2

for all m;n 2 N with m < n; and so
˛ .xm;xn/ 1:
Again, let fxng be a sequence in X such that ˛ .xn;xnC1/  1 for all n 2 N0
and xn ! x as n!C1: Then, xn 2

0; 1
2

for all n 2 N0; and so x 2

0; 1
2

as
xn! x: Therefore, ˛ .xn;x/ 1 for all n 2N0 and ˛ .x;x/ 1: This means that X
is ˛-regular.
Now, we have to check the validity of contractive condition (1.1) only when
˛ .T x;Ty/  1; since the result is clear in other cases. Then, for all x;y 2 Œ0;1 ;
we get
 .˛ .T x;Ty/d .f x;gy//D  .d .f x;gy//
D
ˇˇˇˇ
4x 3y
24
ˇˇˇˇ
 x
6
D 1
2
jT x f xj  1
2
M .x;y/
D ' .M .x;y// :
Obviously, the assumption .i i i/ of Theorem 1 is satisfied. Consequently, all condi-
tions of Theorem 1 hold, and hence f;g and T have a unique common fixed point
which is 0:
If we choose f D g in Theorem 1, we have the following result.
Corollary 1. Let f and T be selfmaps of a complete metric space .X;d/ with
fX  TX and f be a T -˛-admissible mapping. Suppose that TX is a closed subset
of X such that
 .˛ .T x;Ty/d .f x;fy// ' .M .x;y// ; (2.19)
for all x;y 2X; where  2 	; ' 2 ˚ and
M .x;y/Dmaxfd .T x;Ty/ ;d .T x;f x/ ;d .Ty;fy/ ; Œd .T x;fy/Cd .f x;Ty/=2g :
Assume also that the following conditions are satisfied:
.i/ there exists x0 2X such that ˛ .T x0;f x0/ 1;
.i i/ X is ˛-regular and, for every sequence fxng inX such that ˛ .xn;xnC1/ 1,
we have ˛ .xm;xn/ 1 for all m;n 2N with m< n;
.i i i/ either ˛ .T u;T v/ 1 or ˛ .T v;T u/ 1 whenever u;v 2 C .f;T / :
Then f and T have a unique point of coincidence in X: Moreover, if the pair .f;T /
is weakly compatible, then f and T have a unique common fixed point.
If we choose T D IX and replace d .x;y/ with M .x;y/ in Corollary 1, we have
the following result.
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Corollary 2. Let .X;d/ be a complete metric space, f be a self-mapping on X
and f be an ˛-admissible: Suppose that
 .˛ .x;y/d .f x;fy// ' .d .x;y// ; (2.20)
for all x;y 2X; where  2 	 and ' 2 ˚ . Assume also that the following conditions
are satisfied:
.i/ there exists x0 2X such that ˛ .x0;f x0/ 1;
.i i/ X is ˛-regular and, for every sequence fxng inX such that ˛ .xn;xnC1/ 1,
we have ˛ .xm;xn/ 1 for all m;n 2N with m< n;
.i i i/ either ˛ .u;v/ 1 or ˛ .v;u/ 1 whenever uD f u and v D f v:
Then f has a unique fixed point.
If we take  .t/D t in Corollary 2, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 3 ([20]). Let .X;d/ be a complete metric space, f be a self-mapping
on X and f be an ˛-admissible: Suppose that
˛ .x;y/d .f x;fy/ ' .d .x;y// ; (2.21)
for all x;y 2X;where ' 2˚ . Assume also that the following conditions are satisfied:
.i/ there exists x0 2X such that ˛ .x0;f x0/ 1;
.i i/ X is ˛-regular and, for every sequence fxng inX such that ˛ .xn;xnC1/ 1,
we have ˛ .xm;xn/ 1 for all m;n 2N with m< n;
.i i i/ either ˛ .u;v/ 1 or ˛ .v;u/ 1 whenever uD f u and v D f v:
Then f has a unique fixed point.
From Theorem 1, if ˛ W TX TX ! RC is a function such that ˛ .T x;Ty/ D 1
for all x;y 2X; we deduce the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let f;g and T be selfmaps of a complete metric space .X;d/ with
fX  TX and gX  TX . Assume that TX is a closed subset of X such that
 .d .f x;gy// ' .M .x;y// ; (2.22)
for all x;y 2X; where  2 	; ' 2 ˚ and
M .x;y/
Dmaxfd .T x;Ty/ ;d .T x;f x/ ;d .Ty;gy/ ; Œd .T x;gy/Cd .f x;Ty/=2g :
Then f;g and T have a unique point of coincidence in X: Moreover, if the pairs
.f;T / and .g;T / are weakly compatible, then f;g and T have a unique common
fixed point.
The existence of fixed points of nonlinear contraction mappings in metric spaces
endowed with a partial ordering has been considered recently by Ran and Reurings
[17] in order to obtain a solution of a matrix equation in 2004. Nieto and Lopez [15]
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extended the results in [17] by removing the continuity condition of the mapping and
applied their result to get a solution of a boundary value problem.
Let X be a non-empty set. If d is a complete metric on X and  is a partial order
on the set X; then .X;d;/ is called complete partially ordered metric space. Let
.X;/ be a partially ordered set and f;T W X ! X be two mappings. f is called a
T -nondecreasing mapping if f x  fy whenever T x  Ty for all x;y 2X .
From Corollary 1, in the setting of complete partially ordered metric spaces, we
obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Let .X;d;/ be a complete partially ordered metric space, f and T
be self-mappings on X with fX  TX; and f be a T -nondecreasing: Suppose that
TX is a closed subset of X such that
 .d .f x;fy// ' .M .x;y// ; (2.23)
for all x;y 2X such that T x  Ty; where  2 	; ' 2 ˚ and
M .x;y/Dmaxfd .T x;Ty/ ;d .T x;f x/ ;d .Ty;fy/ ; Œd .T x;fy/Cd .f x;Ty/=2g :
Assume also that the following conditions are satisfied:
.i/ there exists x0 2X such that T x0  f x0;
.i i/ if fxng is a sequence in X such that xn  xnC1 for all n 2N0 and xn! x;
then xn  x for all n 2N0;
.i i i/ for every sequence fxng in X such that xn  xnC1 for all n 2N0, we have
xm  xn for all m;n 2N with m< n;
.iv/ for all u;v 2 X such that T u D f u and T v D f v, then T u and T v are
comparable.
Then f and T have a unique point of coincidence in X: Moreover, if the pair .f;T /
is weakly compatible, then f and T have a unique common fixed point.
Proof. Define the function ˛ W TX TX ! RC by
˛ .x;y/D
(
1; if x  y
0; otherwise.
Then; by (2.23), we have  .˛ .T x;Ty/d .f x;fy//  ' .M .x;y// for all x;y 2
X with T x  Ty and so (2.19) is satisfied.
Now, let x;y 2 X such that ˛.T x;Ty/  1; then T x  Ty: Since f is T -non-
decreasing, we have f x  fy; which gives us that ˛.f x;fy/  1: Then f is T -˛-
admissible.
Let fxng be a sequence inX such that ˛ .xn;xnC1/ 1 for all n 2N0 and xn! x
as n!1: Then xn;xnC1 2 TX and xn  xnC1 for all n 2N0: Since TX is closed,
we deduce that x 2 TX: From .i i/ ; xn  x for all n 2N0; and so ˛ .xn;x/ 1 for all
n 2N0: Also, because of x  x for all x 2X; we deduce that ˛ .x;x/ 1. Hence, X
is ˛-regular. Similarly, by .i i i/ ; it is easy to see that ˛ .xm;xn/ 1 for all m;n 2N
withm<n: Thus, .i i/ of Corollary 1 is satisfied. The same considerations show that
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.i/ and .iv/ of this theorem imply .i/ and .i i i/ of Corollary 1. Therefore, all the
hypotheses of Corollary 1 are satisfied, and so f and T have a unique common fixed
point. 
3. APPLICATION: EXISTENCE THEOREM FOR A SOLUTION OF AN ORDINARY
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
We consider the following two-point boundary value problem of second order dif-
ferential equation: (
 d2x
dt2
D f .t;x .t// ; t 2 Œ0;1
x .0/D x .1/D 0; (3.1)
where f W Œ0;1R! R is a continuous function.
Let X WD C.I / (I D Œ0;1) be the space of all continuous functions defined on I ,
and let
d.x;y/D sup
t2I
jx .t/ y .t/j ;
for all x;y 2X: Then, .X;d/ is a complete metric space.
The boundary value problem (3.1) can be written as the integral equation
x.t/D
Z 1
0
G .t;s/f .s;x.s//ds; for all t 2 I;
where G .t;s/ is the Green function given by
G .t;s/D

t .1  s/ ; 0 t  s  1
s .1  t / ; 0 s  t  1:
Define the operator F WX !X by
Fx.t/D
Z 1
0
G .t;s/f .s;x.s//ds; for all t 2 I:
Then, the problem (3.1) is equivalent to find x 2X that is a fixed point of F:
We consider the following conditions.
.i/ there exists a function  W X2! R such that if .x;y/  0 for all x;y 2 X ,
then we have
Œf .t;x/ f .t;y/2  48 .jx yj/ ;
where  W RC ! RC is a nondecreasing and right upper semi-continuous
function with  .0/D 0 and  .t/ < t2 for all t > 0I
.i i/ there exists x0 2X such that  .x0;F x0/ 0I
.i i i/ for all x;y 2X; if .x;y/ 0 implies  .F x;Fy/ 0I
.iv/ if fxng is a sequence in X such that xn! x 2X and .xn;xnC1/ 0 for all
n 2N0, then .xn;x/ 0 for all n 2N0 and .x;x/ 0;
.v/ if fxng is a sequence in X such that .xn;xnC1/  0 for all n 2 N0, then
.xm;xn/ 0 for all m;n 2N with m< n.
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Theorem 4. Suppose that conditions .i/-.v/ are satisfied. Then (3.1) has at least
one solution x 2X .
Proof. Let x;y 2 X such that  .x .t/ ;y .t//  0 for all t 2 I: From condition .i/
and using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have
ŒF x.t/ Fy.t/2 D
Z 1
0
G .t;s/ Œf .s;x.s// f .s;y.s//ds
2

Z 1
0
G .t;s/2ds
Z 1
0
Œf .s;x.s// f .s;y.s//2ds
 48
Z 1
0
G .t;s/2ds
Z 1
0
 .jx .s/ y .s/j/ds
 48

sup
t2I
Z 1
0
G .t;s/2ds
Z 1
0
 .jx .s/ y .s/j/ds
 48

sup
t2I
Z 1
0
G .t;s/2ds

 .d .x;y//
  .d .x;y// ; (3.2)
It is easy to verify that
R 1
0 G .t;s/
2ds D 2t3
3
C t4
3
C t2
3
for all t 2 I; which implies
that supt2I
R 1
0 G .t;s/
2ds D 1
48
:
By (3.2), we have 
sup
t2I
jFx.t/ Fy.t/j
2
  .d .x;y// :
Putting  .t/D t2 and ' .t/D  .t/ ; we obtain
 .d .F x;Fy// ' .d .x;y//
for all x;y 2X such that  .x .t/ ;y .t// 0 for all t 2 I:
Define the function ˛ WX X ! RC by
˛ .x;y/D
(
1; if  .x .t/ ;y .t// 0; t 2 I
0; otherwise.
Then, for all x;y 2X; we deduce
 .˛ .x;y/d .F x;Fy// ' .d .x;y// :
It easily shows that all the hypotheses of Corollary 2 are satisfied. Therefore, F has
a fixed point in X; that is, there exists x 2 X such that x D Fx, and so x is a
solution to (3.1). 
We now give an existence and uniqueness theorem for (3.1) under different condi-
tions.
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Theorem 5. Consider problem (3.1) with f W I R! R is a continuous, non-
decreasing with respect to the second variable and f .t;0/ 0 for all t 2 I . Suppose
that there exists the function  as in the condition .i/ of Theorem 4 such that for all
x;y 2X with x  y
Œf .t;x/ f .t;y/2  48 .jx yj/ ; (3.3)
where x  y” x .s/ y .s/ for all s 2 I: Then (3.1) has a unique solution.
Proof. Define ˛ WX X ! RC by
˛ .x;y/D
(
1; if x  y
0; otherwise.
If ˛ .x;y/ 1; then x  y and so x .s/ y .s/ for all s 2 I: Since f is nondecreasing
with respect to the second variable, we get
Fx.t/D
Z 1
0
G .t;s/f .s;x.s//ds

Z 1
0
G .t;s/f .s;y.s//ds D Fy.t/
for all t 2 I: Hence, Fx  Fy and so ˛ .F x;Fy/  1: This means that F is ˛-
admissible.
By a similar procedure as in Theorem 4 and using the inequality (3.3), for all
x;y 2X with ˛ .x;y/ 1; we obtain
 .˛ .x;y/d .F x;Fy// ' .d .x;y// :
Also, since f .s;0/ 0; we have
0
Z 1
0
G .t;s/f .s;0/ds D F0;
and so ˛ .0;F 0/  1: Now, let xn ! x 2 X and ˛.xn;xnC1/  1 for all n 2 N0.
Then, xn  xnC1 and so xn .t/  xnC1 .t/ for all t 2 I: Hence, xn .t/  x .t/ for all
t 2 I and n 2N0; that is, xn  x for all n 2N0: This implies that ˛.xn;x/ 1: Also,
thanks to x  x for all x 2X; we get ˛.x;x/ 1: This means that X is ˛-regular.
On the other hand, if ˛.xn;xnC1/  1 for all n 2 N0; then xn  xnC1 for all
n 2 N0: That is, the sequence fxng is nondecreasing. Then, for all m;n 2 N with
m < n; we deduce that xm  xn; and so ˛.xm;xn/  1: Thus, all the hypotheses of
Corollary 2 are satisfied and so F has a fixed point inX: Therefore, the problem (3.1)
has a solution inX: Finally, let u and v be two solutions of (3.1). Then either u v or
v  u: That is, ˛.u;v/  1 or ˛.v;u/  1: Thus, by the condition .i i i/ of Corollary
2, the solution is unique. 
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Example 2. Consider the following two-point boundary value problem of the second
order differential equation:(
 d2x
dt2
D tC x
2Csin t 
2
; t 2 I;  0
x .0/D x .1/D 0: (3.4)
Let
f .t;x/D tC x
2C sin t 
2
; t 2 I;  0:
Then, it can easily see that f .t;x/ is continuous, nondecreasing with respect to the
second variable and f .t;0/ 0 for all t 2 I . Further for x  y; we have
Œf .t;x/ f .t;y/2 D

x
2C sin t 
2
  y
2C sin t 
2
2

x y
2
2
:
Letting  .t/D t2
4
for all t 2 RC and using Theorem 5, we deduce that the boundary
value problem (3.4) has a unique solution.
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